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was also found to be the case with the thickened roots of Anemonella,

though in greatly increased amounts.
A study of the histology of the stem and root showed the presence of

the usual elements of higher plant structure. The tibro vasal bundles ot

the stem were some five to seven in number, of the usual form, and

forming a circle about the hollow of the stem.

specially peculiar characters, but in the thickened portions exhibited a

peculiarity quite interesting. The thickening seetris due almost entirely

to a special redundancy, or increase of the cells of the central cylinder,

chiefly of the conjunctive parenchyma.
The histology of these thickened tuberous portions very clearly

shows that they are true roots. The fibro-vasal bundles are centrally

located, but very materially altered in appearance by the excessive de-

velopment of conjunctive parenchyma. This thickening gradually crowds

the endodermis toward the surface of the root, till in the older portions

it would not be recognized except by very careful observations, but

might easily be mistaken for an inner-like border of subepidermal tisdue.

The arrangement of the elements of the fibro vasal bundles is also sonafi-

what peculiar. In general they present the aspect of a biradial bundle,

with the phloem elements greatly compressed and extending through the

redundant parenchyma toward the endodermis something after the man-

ner of a medullary ray. In some cases the bundles assume what migb

be called a triradial form, there being three of the diverging phloe"

This preliminary report must be considered as somewhat tentative,

as I have not yet finished the micro-chemical studv of the element^r.

structure of all the parts. I hope soon to have ready a full account oi

studies upon its general anatomy and organogeny, with a series of tigur^'

lUustrating points of special interest and importance.-C. W- Habgitt.

Miarm University, Oxftyrd, Ohio.
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out of the scientific party altogether. I do not know whether t

r^r^u'""?'^*^^ ^^^^"^^ ashamed of the word «zo.>logy"
surely they have no more reason to disc-ird it than botanists ha

ver! Tt " arc connected with some very
erj much abandoned methods of teachin- -but there are a m




